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INTRODUCTION 
A. Bak in [2] and C. T. C. Wall in [8] have extended the concept of quadratic 
modules to noncommutative rings. For modules over such rings we prove 
that under the assumptions M. Kneser made in [7], his theorem is also true 
for noncommutative semilocal rings. The result will be apart from one ugly 
exception (see Section 6 for details). 
I f  A is a semi-local ring, F, G finitely generated projective submodules of 
a “quadratic” module E, t: F - G an isometry, and if there is a submodule 
H C E such that the maps I,: H + F, and Zo: H + G given by l,(h)(f) =-: 
b(h,f), and the same for G are onto, then t can be extended to an isometry T 
of l?. 
These conditions are especially fullfilled if either E or F is a nonsingular 
quadratic module. (See for example [2] for definition.) So this theorem covers 
results of A. M. McEvett [5] and Knebusch [6]. 
1. MODULES WITH QUADRATIC FORMS 
Let 4 be a unitary ring, A* the group of units in A. An antistructure is a 
triple A, 01, u with 01 an antiautomorphism of A and u E A such that a(~) = u-l 
and m”(u) = uau- l = lU(a) for all a E A. E being a unitary right A-module, 
we shall write S,(E) for the additive group of all ol-sesquilinear-forms 
4: E x E + A, and TqL: S,(E) + S,(E) for the group-homomorphism 
TJ+)(x, y) = a(4(y, x))u. Denote R,,,(E) = Ker(T, - 1) and Q&E) = 
Coker(T, - 1). As a consequence of Tu2 - 1 = 0 T, + 1 gives a map 
* This paper has been excepted in a slightly different form as a Dissertation at the 
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b: QRJE) + R,,,(E). We shall write 6, (and only b if 0 is fixed) for the image 
of 0 in R,,,(E). An additive subgroup J C A with 
J,:={u-~(u)u/uEA}CJC{u/uEA,a+ol(a)u =O} =:I, 
and a(u)ju E J for all a t -4, j E J is called a-ideal of A. To any pair E, 0 with 
19 = 4 + (T, - 1) S,(E) E $&(E) we can associate a function qs: E ---> A-2/J 
given by qO(x) = +(x, X) + J which depends only on 0 because of Jo C J. 
We get the following formulas: (0 is fixed, so we write CJ instead of 4”) 
q(x + -2.) - q(x) - q(y) - b&y) + J = b(y, x) ;- J, (1) 
4(x4 = 44 qc4a, (2) 
and 
c f ,(c)u = b(x, x) for all c E q(x). (3) 
We shall denote Quad,,,,,(E) tl le set of all pairs of forms b E R,,,(E) and 
9: E ---f A/J satisfying (l)-(3). 
By E, 0 + E, 6, , qs we get a map Q,,JE) --f Quad,,,,,(E) which is bijective 
for E projective, J = J,, . A proof is given in [8, Theorem I]. We shall work 
either in Q,,,(E) or in Quad,,,,,(E), an we shall call the elements in both d 
sets quadratic 01, u-modules ((y., u is omitted if the antistructure is fixed), and 
the form 0 (the pair 0, q) quadratic form. It is clear how to define the ortho- 
gonal sum of quadratic modules and the orthogonal module I; of a submodule 
F C E relative to b. In many cases q is determined by b for we have the 
following. 
LEMMA 1.1. 1f there exists c E Center(A) with c $ a(c) = 1, especially if 
2 E z4* (take c = 2-l) then Jo = 1 = j1 and q(x) = cb(x, x) f J; x G E. 
Proof. For a E Jr we have a = cu - U(CU)U E I,, , and the rest follows 
from (3). 
Now we shall define an Isometry S: E, 0 + E’, 8’. That will be a module- 
isomorphism with $‘(s x S) - (b E (T, - 1) S,(E) (C, 4’ representatives of 0, 
8’ in S,(E), S,(E’) and +‘(s x s)(x, y) = $‘(sx, sy) for all X, y  E E). Alter- 
natively for S: E, b, q - E’, b’, q’s is an isomorphism with b’(sx, sy) = b(x, y), 
q’(a) = q(x) for all X, y  E E. 
To define some isometries explicitly, we need a remark. Let e f  0 be an 
idempotent in A with a(e) = e. Then eAe :- R is a ring with unit e and 
a(R) = R. Because of e = a*(e) = ueupl we have ue = eu, and that is why 
R 7 @IR ) eue = eu is an antistructure too. If  c E R* we write c;’ for the inverse 
of c in R and also regard it as an element of A. If  E, 19 (E, 6, q) is a quadratic 
01, u-module, then Ee, Be (Ee, be, qe := E, , b, , qR) is a quadratic 
aiR , eu-module over R. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. Let E, 0 (E, b, 4) be a quadratic module, e # 0 an 
idempotent in A with a(e) = e. If  for h E E there exists c E ep(h)e n R* = 
q(he) n R* we call s&,Jx) = x - Zzc;;%(Zz, ) x an e-reflexion with respect to 
h, c. For e = 1 we write s~,~ instead of s~,~,~ and call s~,~ a reflexion. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. s,~,~,~ is an isometry, and its inverse is sh,e,a(e)u . 
Proof. I f  + E S,(E) represents 19, there exists t E A such that 
e(&h, h) + t - ol(t)u)e = c E R*. 
We have to show: There exists #E S,(E) with +(s,,,,,(x), ~~,~,~(y)) = 
(4 + (TU - 1)+)(x, y) for all X, y  E E. With s = s~,~,~ , Z(X) = ci%(h, X) we 
have Z(X) = eZ(x), and using this several times we get 
$J(x, y) : = (4(x, k) + cu(Z(xl)t)Z( y) now gives the result. I f  the quadratic form 
is given by 6, q there is an analogous computation: q(sx) - q(x) = 
z(Z(x)) q(h) Z(x) - (ol(Z(x)) b(h, X) + J) = J because of formula (1) and 
eb(h, X) E q(h)Z(x). Further 
4x, SY) - 4% Y) = 4@))(v4 WY) - v, Y)) - &, h)Z(Y) 
= 4W)((c + 4++(Y) - WY Y)) - qx, W(Y) 
= (a(Z(x))a(c)u -6(x, h))Z(y) = (ol(eb(h, x))u - 6(x, h))Z(y) = 0 
because of ~u(b(h, X))U = b(x, h) and eu = ue. It remains to show s~~,~,~s~,~,~(~)~ = 
1. (CX(U(C)U)U = c then gives s~,~,~(~)s~ e e = 1) . * 
%,e,ch.dc&) = h?,& - 44+4? w, 4) 
= x - h(c,l + (a(c)u);l - c,%(h, h)(a(c)u)~l) 6(/z, x) = x 
because of eb(h, Zz)e = c + ,(c)u. 
LEMMA 1.4. If  x,y E E with q(x) = q(y) and b(x - y, x) E A*, then 
%-d,h(r-w)(X) = Y* 
Proof. We have 
6(x - Y, x) + J = -(b(x - y, -x> + “7) 
= -(9(x - Y - 4 - !I@ - Y> - 4(-x)) = 9(x - Y> 
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by formula (3) and 
S(,-g),b(r--y,z)(X) = .x3 ~ (x - y) 6(x - y, x)--%(x - y, x) = y. 
LEMMA 1.5. If  x,y e E with q(x) = q(y), and if there is h E E with 
c E q(h) n A*, and with b(y, h’) E A* fo7 h’ _ y  ~- s L hcp%(h, x), then 
s~,,,~(~,~,) exists and ~~,,~(~,,~,)“,~,~(x) = y. ‘Th ese conditions are especially ~fuljlled 
if b(y,~l - x) E rad(A) (rad(=;l) the Jacobson radical of -q), and b(y, h), 
b(x, h) E A”. 
Proof. q(y) = y(x) == q(~,~,&)) = g(y - k') : q(y) {m q(h’) --- (b(y, h’) (-J) 
by formula (3). It follows b(y, h’) E q(h') CJ A* and in consequence of 
b(h’, h’) =m b(y, h’) + b(h’, y) \~e get s,~,,~,(~,~~,~s,~,~(s) h’,l,(y.rL’)(Y --- 4 = ?‘. 
The rest is clear. 
The following lemma on “scaling” is trivial. 
LEMMA 1.6. To any antistructure A, a, u and any quadratic 01, u-module E, H 
OY E, h, q and any v  E .A* we get a neu! antistructure .A, /3, K with /3 = I,a 
(I,(a) =-- vavl), and K =-- ~cc(v~~)u. E, VB or E, vb, vq is then a quadratic 
/3, K-module. (vq: E - A/v J, and v  J is a P-ideal of A.) Isometrics and reflexions 
in both quadratic modules are in one to one correspondence. 
2. QTADRATIC MODUIXS OVER SEMISIMPLE KINGS 
Let A, 01, u be an antistructure on a semisimple ring ;1. 2 being an inner 
automorphism, we get that either a. induces an antiautomorphism of a simple 
component of A, or it interchanges two of them. Splitting z4 and quadratic 
modules in such a way, we are reduced to the cases d simple or .4 .~~~ Ai $ -‘I, 
with n(Ar) == A4, , and the simple rings are isomorphic to some M,(L)), 
a n x n-matrix-ring over a skewfield. In both cases we then have -4 E AZ,(R) 
with R either a skewfield or R =-: n 9 a(n), L> a skewfield, and a(L)) -c Pp. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There is a v  t A * such that /3( ICLl) is an involution of d 
with P(R) 2. R, continued by transposirg of matrices, and K t(&l). 
Proof. We first do the case A not simple that is A - : -4, 0 -4, , -4, =m: 
a(A,). I f  u = u1 + u2 with ui E Ai then UT’ + UC’ = u-l =: a(u) =: CX(U?) + 01(ur) 
gives 01(q) :=-z u;l; a(q) : uyl. Denote with e the unit-element of A, , and 
put n’ = u;l + a(e). Then K’ _ v’a(v’-l)u = 1 t -4. This gives: 0 =: I,,a 
is an involution, and ,B’(a,) = n(al) for all a, E A, . We get /I’(U) == a(D), 
and P’(R) = R. Skolem-Koether’s theorem (cf. [4, Section 10.1 ThCoreme 11) 
gives flIAl(al) = v,p;,,(al) v$ (a, E A,) with v2 E A,*, and ,B the involution 
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wanted in the proposition. Take v” = /Y(Q) + va , p” = I,$‘. Then 
Kn = 1, and PTA = flla . This gives p” = fl. 
I f  A is simple: the pr:of can be done as those of Theorem 11 of chapter 10 
in [I]. 
Thanks to Proposition 2.1 we only need to look at /?, K-modules. We denote 
eii E M,(R) = A the matrix with one on the place i, j and zero otherwise. 
e := e,, has the property /3(e) = e, and R z eAe. So the notation is as in 
Section 1. We have the following connection between e-reflexions and 
reflexions. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For A = Mn(R), e = e,, , and hi E E for which 
ci E q(h,e) n R* exist (i = I, 2), we have 
(a) n odd: shl,o,cl = s~,~,~ with. C = cl + t - /3(t)~, and t = zz, ezj zj+l , 
2m=n- 1. 
(b) n even: Sh2.e,c % ,e,c = s/!le+/~ e with 21 1 2 12,c 
c = cl + e21b(h2 , Me + e21c2e12 + t - P(t)K, 
and t = CL, ezjel 2j , 2m = n. 
Proof. (a) follows because of C E A*, C - cr E J0 _C J, and eC-le = c;j . 
@I we have cd@ + h2e12) = d44 + e24h24e12 + (e2M2 , h& + J) 
from where C E q(h,e + h2e1J. Further 
C-l = c;l, - e,&@(h, , h,) cl2 + e2&iell - tK + p(t). 
We get because of eC-lea, = 0: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = x - (he + 44 C-lW~e + h2e12 j 4 
= x - h,eC1eb(h,, x) - h,e,,C-leb(h, , x) - h,e,,C-le,,b(h, , x) 
= x - h&b(h, , x) - h,( -c;;:b(h, , h,c;;b(h, , x) + c;.$(h, , x)) 
= Sh2,e,cz(X - h,&@, 3 ~1) 
= Sn,,e,e,Sn,,c,r,(“). 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
Notation 3.1. If  F C E is a submodule of a quadratic module E, we define 
IF: E -+ Hom(F, A) =: F* by IF(x)(f) = b(x,f) for all x E E, f CF. The 
following lemma will be needed in Sections 4 and 6 for special rings, which 
have the property that the rank of a free module is well-defined. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a ring, in which the rank of a free module is well- 
defined, F, G _C E be free submodules of finite rank Y of a quadratic module E, 
t: F --j G and T: E -+ E isometries, and H C E such that l,(H) = F*, lo(H) = 
G*. Suppose T(H) = H, and II’,,, :- ti, , F, C F a free submodule of rank 
r- 1. Put 17=F’-nH,f,,... , f,‘a basisOof F such that fi ,..., frUl is a basis 
of F,, . Then lc,-l,,r,,(h,A @ V) :- ((T-‘tf,)A)*, zehere h, E H such that 
b(fi , h,) = Sir . 
Proof. 0% :- b(T-‘tf, , Iz,d @ V) is a right-ideal in ‘1, and we have to 
prove C? := A. Put s = T-9, x =z sf, -- CF=IfLb(hi , sfr), where hi E H with 
b(f, , hi) :: &. These hi exist because of I,(H) z:- P*, and we have II 
@izl &A @ V. In consequence of b(h, , x) = 0: b(x, hj) mp= 0 forj = l,..., r, 
and b(x, ZJ) = b(sf,. , U) E 67? for all a E 17, and so b(x, H) C OZ. T being an 
isometry with T(H) = Ii gives b( Tx, H) _C 02, and we get 
because of T/r0 = t,,(, . Z,(H) = G* gives us h E H with b(tf, , h) = Si, . 
It follows: b“(tx, h) = 1 -- E(b(h, , sfJ)b(Tfr , h) -my 1 - b(sfr , h,)u&b(Tf, , h). 
But b(sf,. , h,), b( TX, h) E 02, and 6T is a right-ideal, so 1 E LT. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A (nonnecessary commutative) ring A is called semilocal 
if A/rad(iZ) is semisimple. 
;Votation 3.4. (a) If  H is a submodule of the quadratic module E, and 
f  E E, then H, : ~7 (.fA)’ n N. 
(b) N is always a quadratic module with b(n, TZ’) == 0, and q(n) = J 
for all n. n’ E IV. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let E be a quadratic module over a semilocal ring -4, H C E 
a submodule, and f, g E E such that there exist h’, h” E H with b(f, h’) m= 
b(g, h”) = 1. Then there is a h E IZ with b(f, h) = I, and b(g, h) E A*. 
Proof. b(f, h’) = 1 gives H =: /z’A 0 Ii;. b(g, H,) is a right-ideal in d, 
and we have iz == b(g, h’)A + b(g, Hf) because of b(g, h”) = 1. From [3, 
Chapter III, Proposition 2.81 follows: b(g, h’) + b(g, FIf) contains a unit of A3. 
Hence we get a hf E H, such that h :- h’ + hf gives the result. 
LEMMA 3.6. A, 01, u being an antistructure, A as in Chapter 2, andF, being 
thefield of two elements we have: a + Jo with a E d contains a unit of A unless 
there is one of the following exceptions: (v as in 2.1 constructed.) 
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(a) A s F, @F2 , a + J0 = {x/x E A, 0 # x # l}. 
(b) A g M,(R), R a commutative jield, PIR = id, K = 1, a E vJ,, , 
and n odd. 
(4 
A = &$(F,), and 
COROLLARY 3.7. The cases 3.6(a)-(c) excluded, a + J always contains a unit. 
Proof of 3.6. a + J,, contains a unit i f f  va + ZI J,, contains a unit, so we are 
reduced to the case of an antistructure A, /3, K. We have a + Jo = a, + J, , 
a, an upper triangular matrix. I f  A = II&(R), R g D @ PP, with D f  F, , 
then for every a E R, the coset a + e Joe (e = e,,) contains a unit of R, so we 
can take a, E 4”. The same is true for R a field, and FIR =/ id, or K # 1, 
therefore only the following cases remain: A g M,(R) with R a commutative 
field, ,DIR = id, and K = 1, or RrF,@F,. For RrF2@F2 the case 
n = 1 is clear, so we have to show that a + J,, contains a unit for n > 2. 
R being commutative, and {I} = R* implies: a E A* i f f  det(a) ==z 1. Further 
a + Jo contains a unit i f f  P(E)) aw + j,, contains a unit for w E A*, and 
Jo = Jl in this case, for a $ (0, I>, a E R implies Cy=, aeii + CT=, ,f3(a)eii = I 
and Lemma 1.1 applies. That is why c E a + Jo i f f  c + p(c) = a + p(a). 
But there is a w E iz* such that ,f?(w)(a + P(a))w E {Cr=, eii/O < k < n], for 
there is a d E M,(F,) C A with a + /3(a) = d + P(d), and wr , w2 E Gl,(F2) 
with wndw, of the form above in M,(F,) for all d E Mn(F2). (K is simply the 
rank of d in M,(F2)). So we have to look for matrices c E A* with c + /3(c) = 
Cf=, eii , 0 < k < n. 
LetrER,O f v  f  1,and 
1 0 
co= i 
Y 1 Y 1 
0 i ,’ cl= t 1 1 0’ c2=, i s 1 
with s = P(Y). Then YS = 0 implies c, E M,(R)*, and because of r + s := 1 
we have c,, $ @(co) = 0, cl + /3(cl) = e,, , c2 f  /3(c2) = 1. So the case n == 2 
is done. Let n = 3 and co = I E n/l(R) = L4, 
Again ck E A*, and ck + /3(ck) = Cf=, ezi , k = 0 ,..., 3. 
Ifn > 4, take a, E a + Jo upper triangular. I f  n is even, we can split a, in 
2 x 2 blocks, and alter a, mod Jo in such a way that there are invertible 2 x 2 
matrices along the diagonal, and zeros in the blocks below. So the case n even 
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is done, and 1z odd is proved in the same way, splitting a, in a 3 x 3, and 
2 x 2 matrices along the diagonal. 
Now we look at the case R a commutative field, pIR = id, and K = 1. 
It is known from the theory of (ordinary) quadratic forms over fields that for 
any a E A there is a w t A* such that p(w)aw has mod(JJ a representative 
of the form a, =: (uij) with afj E R, aij + 0 only for all elements uii with 
i < k < n, and for certain elements uzi, i with i odd. So we have to see that 
B:=u,+J, contains a unit apart from the cases (b) and (c) of the lemma. 
In these cases there are no invertible representatives in B as can be seen easy. 
We start in proving n = 3, and 12 =- 4 separately (leaving n = 1, 2 to the 
reader), and then shall do the rest by induction on n. 
n = 3. Then 
and besides a,) there arc a, = a, t (ei3 - ear), a, = CZ,, + (eQ3 -- e,,), 
ua :-- a, -I- (e2. - e,,), and a4 =- a,, -~- (e,, - e2J elements of B. Assuming 
their determinants all to be zero gives a, =~ 0. 
n = 4. If  i R / > 2, we can find an element of the form 
i 0 a11 Q21 a13 0 22 0 a33 4 0  u34 a4 i 
in B n A”, so we are reduced to the case R : : F2 , and 




= r 0 0 a33 a34 0 0 0 a44 1, 
I f  there exists a,,.,. + 0, then all =I~ 0, and so a,, _= 1. The case n -- 3 then 
gives a2? == u33 =: uz4 : u44 == 0, and then a,, + (ei3 - e3i) -1 (ez4 - e42) E A4 V n B. 




0 1 1  0 1 0 
a, =z 
0 1 0 a34 
i E- 
* 10 10 
fi5, ano a, = 
/ 0 a12 -in 0 I \ n 
I 0 1 0 a,, 1’ Da 
1 0 0 0 \I 0 0 0-y 
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det(a,) = 0, and det(a,) = 0 gives a contradiction. Assume the lemma is true 
for all i < n. Let n 3 5, n odd, and assume B n A* is empty, Then we have 
to show a, = 0. If  ai1 f  0, the induction hypothesis gives B n A* f O. 
I f  a,, = 0, then aii = 0 for all i = I,..., n by construction of a,. Put a, = 
a, + (e2a - e3J + aa4(e4a - em). Then det(u,) = det(a,‘), a,’ being the 
(n - 2) x (n - 2) matrix, we get from a1 by striking out the 2. and 3. line 
and columb. Then a,’ = 0 by induction, and so a0 = u1pe12 . But then 
det(a,) = -ur2 for us E a0 + (el, - e31) + x:Zl (Qj 2j+1 - f&j+1 zj)j 2m == 
n-l,andsou,=O. 
neuen. Ifn>8or/R( >2,wecanactasinthecaseRGFF,@F,, 
finding invertible 2 x 2 or 4 x 4 matrices in the diagonal. It remains the case 
n = 6, R g F2 . I f  ai, # 0, the induction hypothesis gives a, = e,, + u12e12 , 
and then a, + (e,, - esl) -t (ez4 - ea2) + (eb6 - eo5) E B n iz*. I f  uii == 0 
for i == I,..., 6, a, = a, + (ez3 - eS2) + u34(e43 - e3J has the property 
det(u,) = det(u,‘), a,’ got from a, as above, and a,’ + Jo’ always contains 
a unit. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let A, R, e, /3, K as in Chapter 2, and E a quadratic /3, t+module. 
Let f E E, H C E such that there exists h’ E H with b(f, h’) = 1. 
(a) If the R-module He z N, then H z N. 
(b) If A = R is a commutative field, 6 = id, K = 1, and J := Jo = 0, then 
there shall beg E E with q(g) = q(f ), g - f E H, q(g - f) = 0. Further h” E H 
with b(g, h”) = 1. Put H1 = Hf n H, , and S == {h/h E H, b(f, h), b(g, h) E A*). 
If q(h)-Ofov allhES, thenHrN~~iZ~F,,andHnH~~nTfoY 
AgE:,. 
(c) If A=R~Fz~~F,, and if b(h, h) = 1 for all h E H with 
b(f, h) -; 1, then Hf E A’, and b(h, Hf) =: 0 for all h E H with b(f, h) = I, 
(d) If A z ,!Wn(R), n odd, R u commutative field, PIR = id, K = 1 
J = Jo , and if q(h) =: J for all h E H with b(f, h) = 1, then H g N for 
R*Fz,undHnH1r NforREFz. 
(e) !f A g M,(F,), J = J,, , and 
4(h) E {bh , e,,>, tell -t e,, , e,, I- 4, {e12 + e2? , ezl -t e,,Sl 
for all h E H with b(f, h) = I, then H n H-’ = N. 
Proof. (a) Assume H C+ N. Then there is a h E H with q(h) # J, for 
otherwise we should get b(h, h’) E J f  or all h, h’ E H, and hence b(h, h’) = 0 
for all h, h’ E H. (0 # b(h, h’) E Jimplies b(he,, , hk,) 4 J for somej, h E { I,..., n}.) 
But now either q(he,,) E eJe for an i = l,..., n or q(hej, + he,,) E eJe for 
a pairj # k,j, R E {I,..., n}. 
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(b) For all aEA, x~Hi, y  E S we have xa + y  E S, so we get: 
0 = q(xa $ y) -= q(x)a2 f  h(x, y)a + q(y) from where 
q(x) = h(X) Y) = 9(Y) = 0 if A&F2 (4) 
and q(x) f h(x, Y) = q(y) = 0 if A G Fz . Especially 0 := q(g - f) =: 
q(g) - h(g,f) + q(f) = h(g, g - f) as well as b(f, g - f) = 0, so we have 
g - f  E Hr and b(g - f ,  S) = 0. If  il g F2 , S generates H as a vector-space, 
and so b(g -f, H) = 0 from where Hf H, . I f  h E H, then either h E S or 
h E Hf = Hg = HI , and in both cases we have q(k) = 0 from Eq. (4). 
I f  A g F2, then H,-, = H1 U S, because h E H,-, means b(f, h) = b(g, h), 
and b(f, h) = b(g, h) = 0 says h E HI whereas b(f, h) = b(g, h) := 1 gives 
h E S. From HL r\ H C H,-, we get: let x E HL n H. Then either x t HI or 
x E S. If  x E S, then q(x) = 0 by assumption, and x E HI CT H’ gives 
b(x, y) = 0, and so q(x) == 0 too, from where HL CT H e K. 
(c) Take h E H with b(f, h) =: 1. Then b(h, h) = 1, and b(f, h -+ xa) =L I 
for all x E Hf , a E A. This gives b(h + xa, h I- sa) =- I, and 
W, 4~ j- P(h(h, x)u) + /3(u) b(x, + = 0. 
h(x, x) _ 1 for some x E Hf gives h(h, x) 6 (0, 11, and this is impossible for 
a = h(h, 2). Therefore h(x, x) =- 0 for all .2: E H, , and h(h, x)u E (0, I} for all 
x E Hf , a E A. This gives h(h, Hf) :: 0. In the same way we get h(x, Y) = 0 
for all x, y  E Hf from where Hf s N. 
(d) The case 11 = 1 follows from (b) with g =f. n > 3. We have 
H := h’A @ Hf , and all h E H with h(f, h) =: 1 can be written as h = h’ + x 
with x E Hf. J,, = q(h’ + x) -~= q(h’) -+ q(x) + (h(h’, .x) + Jo) gives 
-h(h’, x) E q(x) for all x E Hf . This is also true for xelcl instead of x for all 
k, 1 = I,..., n, and this gives h(h’, x) 0, from which Ei = h’A 1 Hf , and 
q(H,) = Jo follows. The rest now follows with the same argument as in part (a). 
(e) We have h(h, h) = (i i) for all h E H with h(h,f) = 1 by assump- 
tion, and that is why h(x, x) = h(h’, x) $- h(x, h’) for all x E Hf . Computing 
this equation for x, and all xekl k, 1 = 1, 2 gives h(h’, x) - 0, that is H == 
h’A 1 H, , and h(x, x) =- 0 for all x E H, . Therefore q(x) t {j,, , el, $ J,, , 
eza + lo , 1 + Jo>. Assumption: there is x E Hf with q(x) + J,, . Then look at 
all xa, u E /l*. A* is generated by Y .~ er2 + e2r , and t = Y + e,, as a group, 
and q(x) = e,, + Jo gives q(m) = er2 $ J,, , q(d) = 1 + Jo. But now we 
can find a x E Hf with q(h’ + x) = err + ei2 + ez2 + J,, , a contradiction. 
q(H,) = j,, now gives h(x, x’) E ]a for all x, x’ E Hf . But h(x, x’) = e12 + ezl 
is impossible because of q(xe,, + x’e,,) = Jo. Therefore Hf z N, and 
HL C cl, because of b(h’, h’) t A*. This completes the proof. 
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4. WITT’S THEOREM FOR SKEWFIELDS AND SUMS OF Two SKEWFIELDS 
In this Section, A will be a nonnecessary commutative field with involution 
/3, or A = D @ /3(D), D such a field, and K = *l. 
THEOREM 4.1. F, G, H being submoduls of the quadratic module E, we 
assume F, G to be free, and of jinite rank, and H such that l,(H) = F*, 
Z,(H) = G* (cf. 3.1). 
I f  A is a commutative field, jl = id, K = 1, and J = J,, = 0, we assume 
H * N for A ;” F, , and H n HL & N for A g F, (cf. 3.4.b). Further let 
t: F ---f G be an isometry with tf  - f  E Hf or allf E F. Then there exists a product 
of reflexions T with respect to elements h, c with h E H such that TX - x E H 
for all x E E, T!, = t, and T/HI = id. 
Proof. For every reflexion s~,~ with h E H, shse(x) - x E H for all x E E, 
and sh,cIHI = id hold, so we only have to contsruct a product of such reflexions 
extending t. We make induction on r = rankF = rank G. For r = 1 take 
F = fA, tf  = g, G = gA. Then q(f) = q(g), and b(f, f) = b(g,g). Put 
k =g-f, thus kEH. 
Case 1. b(k,f) E A*. Then s,,-,c,,n(f) = g by Lemma 1.4. In the 
following cases with one exception we want to apply Lemma 1.5, so we have 
to find h E H with c E q(h) n A*, and such that for h’ = k + hc-lb(h, f) 
b(g, h’) E A*. 
Case 2. b(k, f) = 0. Then b(g, k) = 0, and Lemma 3.5 gives us 
h” E H with b(f, h”) = 1, b(g, h”) E A*. If  there is c” E q(h”) n -4*, then we 
are through. Such a cn surely exists if A z D @ /3(D) with D g F, , or if ;4 
is a field and p f  id, or K -i; 1, or J # 0. If  A is a (commutative) field, 
B = id, K = 1, and J = 0, then apply Lemma 3.8.b to get such a h. So we 
are reduced to the case A s F, @F, , b(h, h) = 1 for all h E H with b(f, h) = 
b(g, h) = 1. For all these h we have b(k, h) = b(g, h) - b(f, h) = 0. Let 
a E A with 0 # a # 1. Then a + /3(a) = 1, aP(a) = 0, and so 
b(ha - k, ha - k) = 0 b(hp(a) - k, hp(a) - k) = 0. 
That is why sha--k,l and shR(a)-12,1 exist, and sha(n)-k,lshn~~~,l(f) = g. 
Case 3. b(f, k) # 0 and b(f, k) $ A*. Then A is not a field. Choose 
h E H with b(f, h), b(g, h) E il*. b(g, h’) E A* says: b(g, h)-lb(g, k)b(h, f)-‘+ 
c-r E A*. If  b(g, k) = d + ,B(d’) with d, d’ E D, then b(g, k) = -b(k, f) gives 
d = 0 or d’ = 0 but not both, and b(g, h)-lb(g, k)b(h, f)-l has the same form. 
If  j D 1 2 4, then q(h) contains at least two units c, c’, and because of 
c - c’ E J = J,, = J1 , at least one of them, say c, has the property that 
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b(g, 6’) E a4* too. If  1 D ~ == 3, and b(h, 6) --~: 0 this argument also applies. 
So we are reduced to the following cases: Case 4: il z F, @ F2 and Case 5: 
A z FR @ F3 , b(h, 6) #: 0 for all h E ZZ with b(f, h), 6(g, 6) E A-1 *. 
Case 4. Take 6’ t II with b(f, 6’) :: h(g, 6’) I I. We have b(h’, 6) 10 
and b(k, k) = 1. If  for such a 6 we have b(h’, 6’) ::-- 0, then we get with 
h == h’ + kb(g, k): 6(h, h) = 0, b(g, h) = 1 + b(g, K), and b(k,f) = 1 + 
b(R, g) D(K,f). Further b(k,f) = b(g, k), and b(k, g) b(g, h) = 0 from where 
b(h,f) == 1. It follows b(g, k) + b(g, 6) c~‘b(h,f) -mm: 1, and we can apply 
Lemma 1.5 with h and c ::m 1. If  6(/z’, 6’) = I, then b(h, 6) == 0 for 6 : 
6’ + K, and 6(/z”, 6”) 2 0 for 6” -:= h’b(f, k) + kb(k,f), and we get from 
b(f, k) =: 1 + b(k,f): s,l-,p~T,,l(f) = g. 
Case 5. A s Fa @ F3 e D G /3(D). We have again b(k, k) E AX. Take 
6 t H with b(f, h’), 6(g, 6’) E A*, and put a = -6(k, k)plb(k, 6’). Then 
6(k, 6) = 0 for h = 6’ + lza, and b(j, 6) :=: (1 -1 b(f, k) b(k, k)pl) b(f, h’) -- 
b(f, k) b(k, k)-lb(g, 6’). I f  b(f, k) E L)* then b(J; k) b(k, k)ml =: e, the unit 
element of D, and if b(f, k) E ,B(D*) then O(f, k) b(k, k)-l == -P(e), and so we 
get: b(f, 6) E A*. b(k, 6) = 0 gives b(f, 6) =- b(g, 6). Replacing h by 
hb(f, h))l wc can take 6 t H with O(f, 6) = b(g, 6) = 1, and b(h, 6) E A?*, 
because the case 6(/z, 6) = 0 has already been done. Put 6” -I k - kb(g, 6). 
Then b(g, 6”) == 1 - b(g, k)’ and 
b(g, /<)” z: \e for b(g,k)ED* i 
I,@) for h(g, k) E /3(L)“)!’ 
Further we have b(h”, k) - K, and 6(Zz”, 6”) =: b(h, 6) E A*. That is why 
q(h”) n A* = {cl, and we get 
b(g, k) + b(g, h”) c-%(K’,f) -= b(g, k) + (1 - b(g, k)2) c-l/c E A* 
in both cases b(g, k) ED”, and b(g, k) E&D”). Kow we have done the case 
r = 1 completely, and can use induction on Y. 
Let Y .> 1, jr ,..., f ,  a basis of F. We can find 6, ,..., 6, E ZZ with 6(fL , hj) q = 
Sfj , and get with 1,’ = FL n ZZ: Z-I em- a:;, h,A @ 17. TVe apply the induction- 
hypothesis to F,, == all:fiA, and we get a product of reflexions 7’s with 
T ! _= t,,, . t, -:= T;‘t gives tufi == fi for i = l,..., Y -- 1, and therefore 
h;,T-j, 1) = OforallfEF,i =-= l,..., Y  - 1. Further we have T,(H) : z H, 
and so t,f - f  = T;‘(( tf - f) - (T,,f - f)) E N, and that is why t,f - f  E 
h&l @ V. If  we can apply the case Y  = 1 to frA instead of F, t&A instead 
of G, and h,A @ V instead of H, we are through, because the product of 
reflexions T,: E - E we get is the identity on (h,A @ V), and we can take 
T = TOT1 . For any basis fr ,..., f ,  of F, h, ,..., h, E H as above, Lemma 3.2 
gives us Z,o,fr,(h,A @I V) = (t,f,A)*, and lfr,(h,A @ V) = (frA)* is clear, 
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so we have to choose fi ,..., fT in such a way that the rest of the conditions in 
the theorem is fulfilled for h,A @ V instead of H. There is only then a 
condition if A is a commutative field, /3 = id, K = 1, and J = 0. But then 
we have a h E N, or h E I-In Hl with q(h) f  0. Now take h, E H, h, # V in 
such a way that h E h,A @ V, and complete h, to a basis of H mod V. Then 
take in F the dual basis. 
5. LVITT'S THEOREM FOR SEMISIMPLE RINGS 
As in Section 2 it is sufficient to look at A = M,(R), R, p, K as in 2.1. 
Denote e = e,, , and identify R with eAe. Then we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F, G be free submodules of finite rank of the quadratic 
module E, and H C E such that l,(H) = F*, l,(H) = G”. If R is a commutative 
field,/3iR=id,~=1,andJ= J,,,thenweclaimH+N~ifR~F~,and 
HnH-L~NNifR~Fz.Furtherlett:F~Gbeanisometrywithtf-ffEH 
for all f E F. Then there exists a product of e-reflexions T with respect to elements 
h, c with h E H such that TX - x E H for all x E E, T,, = t, and TIHI = id. 
Proof, Let fi ,... , fr be a basis of F, and h, ,..., h, E H with b(fi , hj) = aij . 
Then b(f,e,, , hje,,) = S,& E R, and we have a corresponding result for a 
basis of G. Define t,: Fe ---f Ge by t,(fe) = tfe, then t, is a R-module 
isometry, and we are able to apply 4.1 to Fe, Ge, He, Ee, and t, instead of 
F, G, H, E, and t of 4.1. Because of 3.8.a we get a product of reflexions 
TR: Ee 4 Ee with T,(xe) - xe E He for all x E E, TRIFe = t, and 
But to every reflexion she,c of the R-module Ee we can associate the e-reflexion 
Sh,e,c. . E--j E, and it is easy to see that sh,u,e!Ee = she,e . In this way, we get 
a product of e-reflexions T: E -+ E with T,, = TR . These e-reflexions are 
with respect to elements of H, so we have TX - x E H for all x E E, and 
TIHl = id. Further t and T are A-linear, and tlPe = TIFe . I f  f  EF, then 
-fej, CFe forj = I,..., n, so we get 
Tf = 5 T(fej,eIj) = f  T(fej,)eIj = i t(fejl)elj = tf. 
j=l i=l j-1 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let F, G, H, E, t as in 5.1, and apart from the assumptions 
made there one of the following conditions shall be fulfilled: 
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(a) n is odd. 
(b) R is rzot a comnzutative$eld, OY PIR f  id, or K f  1, or J f  Ju . 
(c) FL n H $ IV. 
Tlzen theve is a product of rejexions T’ with respect to elements h, c with h E II 
such that T’x _ x E Hfor all x E E, T/T, =y t, and T;,; = id. 
PYOO$ If (a) is fulfilled, then apply 2.2.a to 5.1. If  (1~) is fulfilled, then 
e]e n R* f  o such that s”,~,~ with c E e]e A R* exists, and T of 5.1 does 
the same as Ts”,~,~ . So we can apply 2.2.b either to T or to Ts,,,,,, . I f  (c) is 
fulfilled, and not (a), (b), then R is a commutative field, pIR = id, K = 1, 
J - 1”. Because of 3.8.a FeL n He C$ N. So we can find h EFI n H with 
q(he) 2-z c E R*, and T does the same as Ts)~,,,~ , so we can apply again 2.2.b. 
6. WITT'S THEOREM FOR SEMILOCAL RINGS 
Henceforth A is always a semilocal ring, A, oi, u an antistructure. 01 induces a 
bijection between the set of all maximal right-ideals, and the set of all 
maximal left-ideals, so we have a(rad(A)) = rad(A), and so E: Alrad(A) --f 
A/i-ad(A) ==: A with G(a + rad(A)) = a(a) + rad(i2) is an antiautomor- 
phism, and A, G, u = u + rad(A) is again an antistructure. As we have seen 
in Section 2, there is a direct decomposition of A in rings Ai with &(Ai) := Ai , 
and Ai z M,I(Ri), Ri a field, or Ri == Di 9 0:” with Di a field. Put CQ = s,, ., 
and u = Cfl, ui with ui E A,*. For E a quadratic module we have an ana;- 
ogous decomposition of E,IE rad(A) in quadratic A,-modules Ei with forms 
bi, qi. I f  there are hi E E, , ci E qi(hi) n Ai*, i = l,..., k, and if we put 
h = -&hi , c = -& Ci , then t E A*. For any inverse image c of c in 4, 
we have c E A* by the Nakayama-lemma, and E --f E is onto, so we have an 
inverse image h of h in E. In consequence of c E q(h) + rad(A) there is 
CEA*, such that s~,~. 
CFL S/b e 
. E ---f E exists, and such that we get: s~,~(x) = s~,~(x) = 
(xi) for all x E E. This lifting-process is not necessarily possible for 
e-reflex’io’ns, as an idempotent different from 0, 1 in A need not have an 
idempotent as inverse image in A. (For example if A has no zero-divisors.) 
I f  Ti i = l,..., R are products of reflexions Ei --f Ei , then we have a product 
of reflexions T: E ---f E with T(x) = CF=, Ti(xi), if the number of reflexions 
in all Ti is either even or odd, as we have for every reflexion an inverse 
reflexion. If  we construct for di , ai , ui the elements V~ E A,* as in 2.1, and 
if ZI is an inverse image of CF=, vi , then a E A*. Put P(a) = m(a) u-r, and 
K = u~(u-1)~. We get that pi , ~~ fullfill the conditions of 2.1. Now we are able 
to formulate our theorem. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let F, G be free submodules of $nite rank of the quadratic 
module E, H a submodule such that l,(H) = F*, lo(H) = G*. 
(a) If  for some i Iii is a commutative $eld, PIIR, = id, IQ = 1, and 
Ji = JiO , then we demand Fil n Hi g N. If  further Ri g F2 , then also 
Hi1 n Hi c$ N. 
(b) If  Ai g F2 @F2 , we demand Hi C& hA 1 N with b,(h, h) = 1. 
Let t: F + G be an isometry with tf  - f  E H for all f  E F. Then there exists a 
product of reflexions T with respect to elements h E H, c E q(h) n A* such that 
TX - x E H for all x E E, T,, = t, and T,.uL = id. 
Proof. It is clear that we only need to prove the theorem for an anti- 
structure A, ,i3, K, with /3 an antiautomorphism such that all ,& are involutions, 
and KE A* with all q = &l, i = I,..., k. We show first that we can apply 
Corollary 5.2 to all Fi , Gi , Hi , ti , and get a collection of Ti’s. That is clear, 
if there is no i with Ai z Mni(Ri), Ri a commutative field, ,f3ilRi = id, 
q = 1, J = Jo , and in this case (a) gives, that we can apply 5.2 too. Further 
there is always a hi EF~~ n Hi with q,(h,) n Ai* # QY in this case, so there 
is a reflexion shizcz , and Ti , T2shCSc do the same. In the other cases we can take 
hi = 0, and we get that all the Ti’s are products of reflexfi, the number of 
which does not depend on i, so we get T,,: E---f E with To(x) = C%, T,(xi) 
for all x E E, x = ~~=, xi . Put t, = T;‘t. Then t,f - f  E E rad(A) for all 
f  E F, and t, is an isometry F + to(F), for which all the assumptions of 6. I 
are fulfilled. That is why we have to prove 6.1 only for the case tf - f  E 
H n E rad(i2) for all f  E F. We proceed by induction on r = rank F. r == 1, 
F = fA, tf  = g. Then b(k, f) = b(g - f,f) E rad(A). Take h E H with 
b(f, h) E A*. Then also b(g, h) E A*. We want to apply 1.5, so we need that 
such a h has the property q(h) n A* # O. To get this, we choose ki E Hi 
with bi(fi , hi) = 1, and qi(hi) n Ai* # O. Because of (a), 3.6, and 3.8d,e 
such hi exist except for Ai g F, OF,, and in this case (b), and 3.8.~ state 
their existence. We denote that in the case Ai G F2 @ F2 we only need that 
there is a hi with bi(fi , hi) = 1, and b,(h, , hi) = 0. This will be needed at 
the end of the proof. Now take lz an inverse image of ‘&hi in H, and 
c E q(h) with c = xi”=, ci , ci E q,(h,) n Ai*. Such a c exists, and c E A* 
follows, so we can apply 1.5 to get a product of two reflexions s with sf = g. 
For r > 1 let f  l,..., f r be a basis of F. We want to proceed as in 4.1, and 
choose hl,..., h’ E H with b(f i, hj) = sij . The induction-hypothesis then 
gives a product of reflexions Tl with respect to elements from H for which 
Tl(fi) = tfi, i = I,..., r - 1, and putting t, = T;?, V = FL n H, we get 
as in 4.1 t,f -f 6 hrA @ V. Because of 3.2 Z,,,(hrA @ V) = (f rA)*, and 
&,,A(h’A @ V) = (t,frA)*, so we are reduced to the case r = 1, if we can 
choose the basis f  l,..., f  r in such a way that h,A @ V instead of H fulfills (a), 
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and that for Ai G F, OF,: bi(hir, hir) = 0, and &(f,‘, hi’) = 1 for suitable 
fir E Fi . In the latter case (b) gives us such hi” for alli,’ and in the former case 
we have &‘A, @ Vi z$ N because of Vi C& N. If  ili s Mnz(E;), we proceed 
as in 4.1. For the other i we choose hi7 in such a way that there is fir E F, with 
bi(fir, I23 = 1. If  then hr is an inverse image of & 12ir, h’A @ V has all 
properties. T\‘ow we complete h’ to a basis of H mod( k’), and choose in F 
the dual basis. We can apply the case Y = 1 to f’il, tlfrA, hrA @ V, because 
the product of reflexions T, with respect to elements from hrA @ V, which 
gives Tzlt,fr -- f’ E E rad(A) doesn’t change the assumptions. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
I f  we don’t demand the extension of the isometry t: F---f G to be a product 
of reflexions, we can drop some of the restrictions on F, G, H. We have the 
following. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A, 01, u be an antistructure on a semilocal ring A, E’ a 
quadratic module. Let F, G be Jinitely generated projective submodules of E, 
and H a submodule with l,(H) = F*, lo(H) = G*. (cf. 3.1). I f  for some i 
Ri is a commutative$eld, /3i/Ri = id, rci = 1, Ji = Jio , we demand: Fii n Hi g 
N. Pi , tci are as in 6.1, and N as in 3.4.b. Let t: F + G be an isometry with 
t f  - f  E Hfor allf E F. Then there exists an isometry T: E ---f E, which extends t, 
andfor which we have TX - x E Hfor all x E E, and TH1 = id. 
Proof. It is again sufficient to prove the theorem for an antistructure A, 
p, K, with p, K as in 6.1. We first assume F, G to be free and of finite rank. If  
the other conditions of 6.1 are fulfilled too, we are ready, otherwise there is 
an i with Ai z iWmi(Fz), Hii n Hi z N or with 
AisFF,OF,, Hi s h,A, 1 N, and b,(h, , hi) = 1 (5) 
We now replace E by E’ = E 1. (yA @ zA) with $( y, z) = 1, $(y, y) = 
4(x, y) == 0, and ~$(a, ,a) = a for a representative C$ of 8; resp. b(y, z) = 1, 
q(y) = J, and q(x) = a + J. In doing this, we have to choose a E A in such 
a way that we have for a = J&i ai: 0 + ai f 1 in the case (5), ai = 0 in 
all other cases. In E’ we now look at F’ = F 1 yA, G’ = G 1 yA, H’ = 
H _L (y + x)A, and t’ == t _L idVA . We have b(y, y  + a) == 1, and therefore 
Z,(H’) = F’*, and l&H’) = G’*. Furthermore q(y + z) = 1 + a + J, 
from where qi(yi + xi) = ,k$(ai) + Ji in the case (5), qi(yi + +) = 1 + Ji 
otherwise. If  A, = Mni(Fz), yi + zi E Hi1 n Hi. It follows Hil n Hi & N. 
I f  Ai e F, @F, , and (5) is not fulfilled, then bi( yi + Zi , yi + zi) = 0, 
and in the other case bi(yi + zi , yi + zi) := 1. So we get Hi -+ hiA< 1 N 
with bi(hi , hi) = 1 in any case. Because of FL r‘l H $ F” n H’ we have for 
A, a matrix ring over a commutative field Iii , PiiRi =z id, ~~ = 1, and 
Ji = Joi: F;I n Hi’ $ N. We now can apply 6.1 to this situation, and we get 
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a product of reflexions T’ with respect to elements from H’ with TiF = t, 
T> :: y, T’x - .X E H’ for all x E E’, and TjHfL = id. We want to put 
T = T;, so we have to show T’(E) C E, T’x - x E H for all x E E, Tj,,,, - 
id. T’x - x E H’ gives for all x E E: T’x = x + h, + (y + z) a, with 
h, E H, a, E A. It follows 0 = b(y, X) = a,. Moreover H’ C’I E C H’l 
because of b(E, y  + x) = 0, and this proves 6.2 in the case of free modules 
F and G. 
We now come to the general case. There is F’ with F OF’ free and of 
finite rank. Let F’* be the dual-module of F’, and make F’ OF’* a quadratic 
module by $(x,f) = x(f), 4(f,f’) = 4(x, x’) = +(f, x) = 0, resp. g(f) == 
4(x) = 17 @,f) = x(f) f  or all f ,  f’ EF’, x, X’ E F’*. We replace E by 
EI(F’OFf*),FbyF1_F’,GbyG~F’,HbyH~F’*,andtbytiid,,. 
This situation fulfills all the assumptions too, and F i F’ is free. So we get 
an isometry T’: E 1 (F’ OF’*) - E _L (F’ OF’*) with TiF = t, TiFp =I id, 
T’x - x E H IF’* for all x E E _L (F’ OF’*), and Tj(HIF,*jI = id. 
Because of F’* C (H 1 F’*)l we get TiFr* = id too, and so T’(E) C E since 
E = (F’ @ F’*)l. T = TiE now gives the result. 
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